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F����� EIII 1/9�� �����
Thank you for buying the AerodromeRC 1/9th Scale Fokker
EIII laser cut short kit for electric ﬂight.

TAIL SURFACES

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
More than 300 laser cut parts
Scale: 1/9th
Channels: R/E/A/T
Wing Span: 44 in
Prop: 11x7
Wheels: Balsa and plywood with Neoprene foam tires
Airfoil Type: Flat bo�omed
Wing Area: 316 sq in
Cowl: Built up balsa and plywood
Weight: ~ 20 - 22 oz
Power System: designed for AXI 2208 direct drive
brushless motor
(Covering on prototype Litespan Buﬀ and White
– Aluminum paint on cowl and panels)
Designer: M.K. Bengtson
Prototype Builder: Bert Ayers

Material needed to complete these parts:
• 5/32” brass tube
• 1/8” brass tube or carbon ﬁber rod for elevator
• 1/8” aluminum tube
• 3/32” brass tube
The tail surfaces are a good place to start - to get
acquainted with building with laser cut parts. Cover the
plans – the bag that the kit came in, is a good barrier to
protect the plans and prevent glueing to the plans.
Find all the “S” parts in the 1/8” balsa sheets – quite o�en
all “like” parts are not on the same sheet, check the other
1/8” balsa sheets. Same could be true for the 1/16” balsa
parts.

BUILDING THE MODEL
Each modeler builds diﬀerently and adds diﬀering
amounts of scale detail, diﬀering power, radio and
covering systems, therefore the model weight will diﬀer
from the design weight. The choice of glues is le� to the
builders discretion – epoxy is suggested for the ﬁrewall
area. The aluminum and brass tubes used for the rudder
and elevator hinges should avoid CA glues.
Almost all wood is furnished in the kit. A description of
materials not furnished in the kit, but required to complete
the parts will be oﬀered at the beginning of each building
segment. These instructions oﬀer suggestions to build
the main parts of this model. Many detail areas are le� to
the builder to use their favorite methods. For additional
information about building the pictured model go to:

Pin all the “S” parts in position on the plans and add the
glue. Note that the 1/8” square ribs are provided and cut
to the correct length. When the glue is cured, unpin the
rudder and remove. The rudder can be sanded now or le�
for later. The edges will be sanded to a half round contour.
The control horn from the 1/16” plywood sheet can be le�
until a�er the rudder is covered or glued in position now.
A�aching the hinge tubes will be easier if the horn is le� til
later.

h�p://www.aerodromerc.com/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.
pl?num=1282615743

Cut the 4 pieces of 1/8” aluminum tube as per
measurements on the plan.
Cut a piece of 3/32” brass tube to ﬁt inside the aluminum
tubes. Deburr all the tubes so all rotate smoothly.
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Glue 2 sections of the aluminum tube to the rudder post
(the 0.17” and 1.3” lengths) – rough up the tubes with
sandpaper. Slide all the sections onto the brass tube. Put
a dot of epoxy on the 2 sections mentioned above and put
them into position on the rudder post. When the epoxy
has cured, carefully pull out the brass tube, the .250” piece
should fall out as well as the bo�om piece. Now carefully
add more epoxy to the two pieces a�ached to the rudder
post. Keep it neat! Do not use CA glue anywhere near these
tubes. Set aside the remaining brass and aluminum pieces,
the won’t be needed until ﬁnal assembly.

Cut the 5/32” brass tube as per the sizes on the plan (3
pieces). Deburr the ends, these are the elevator hinges and
must rotate smoothly. Assemble the tubes and the elevator
horns – horns must be in correct position to match the
notches in F7 and center the elevators. Glue the horns with
epoxy. If a li�le epoxy slops over on to the joiner tube, it
can be ﬁled oﬀ close to the horn a�er the epoxy has cured.
Do not get CA glue anywhere near the brass tube hinges.
Orient the horns vertically and identical. The ﬂat side goes
toward the front of the model.

A simple ﬁxture will need to be made so that the elevators
and joining brass tube
can lay perfectly ﬂat while the horns are orientated
vertically. Sand the tube ends that will be part of the
elevators and epoxy in place. Remember, ﬂat surface of
horn goes forward. Do not use CA glue.

Find all the “A” parts and pin them to the plans in the same
manner as the rudder parts. Glue. Find the elevator horns,
two in the 1/16” ply sheet and two in the 1/32” plywood
sheet. Laminate a 1/32” horn to a 1/16” horn – make two
horns.
Cut a piece of 1/8” brass tube that will span the gap and
join the elevators. Do not glue it to the elevators yet.
This builder found that was easier to sand the half round
edges of the rudder and elevators before the hinging
was added. Double check that all the tube hinges rotate
smoothly. I would not add any lubricating oil at this
point because gluing and covering will need to be done at
assembly.
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WINGS

Materials needed to complete the wings:
•
•
•
•
•

2 – 1/8”x3/8” bass or spruce front wing spars
2 - 1/8”x1/4” bass or spruce rear wing spars
2 – 1/4” wood dowels or carbon ﬁber tubes for leading edge
1/32” sheet balsa – 4”x7”
2 – 3/16”x3/4”x21” ailerons

Find 1/8” balsa parts R2, R3 and R4, pin down R3 to the plans.
Pin 3/8” front spar and 1/4” rear spar in position (cut to length),
spars must be cut to the center line, not to center rib. Add the
1/16” balsa rib R1 to R3. Pin down trailing edge R6 and R4. No
glue yet. Find 1/8” balsa rib R0 and cut half way through just in
front of front spar so that it can be cracked outward. Pin R8 in
position.
This builder likes to build both wings together – adding the parts
to left and right wings at the same time. You may wish to build
one wing then the other – the advantage being any mistake that is
made will not be made on the second wing.

Add the 1/32” balsa sheeting between R0 and R1a. Find
the 1/8” lite ply MB1 and MB2 wire rigging pieces and glue
them between the ribs as per the plan.
Find the 1/32” plywood servo mounting plates and mount
them in the third rib bay. Use your favorite method for
this. This builder choose to inset he 1/32” ply plates on two
1/8”x1/4” bass cross pieces and use two 4-40x1/4” screws
to secure the plates. Later, the servo will be glued to the
plate will silicone.
Ailerons: Cut the 3/16”x3/4” balsa strip to length and
round the tip as per the plan. Sand a chamfer (bevel) on
the leading edge of the aileron and sand a chamfer on the
trailing edge of the wing, so that the aileron will be able
to go down at least 1/2” when top hinged. Sand the top of
the aileron down to a trailing edge of about 1/16” (see the
plan side view). Cut a notch where the control horn will be
added a�er covering. This builder hinged the ailerons with
the covering.

R0 rib will be square to building board, as there is no
dihedral in the wings.
All these parts can be glued at this time.
Add the rest of the R1 ribs and R1a. Add the leading wedge
dowel or CF tube.

Addendum: This builder wanted the wings to look scale
with under cambered airfoils. But still have the good
Add R5 and the wing tip riblet R1s. This riblet and the
ﬂying qualities of a ﬂat bo�om airfoil. This was achieved
wing tip R1 rib will need to be sanded down to transition
by changing the wing tip bow and outer rib. The bow
to the wing tip shape. Add the rest of the R1s riblets.
was made from an 1/8” dowel soaked in hot water and
ammonia and formed over a foam board ﬁxture that was
Copyright© 2011 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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curved to the same shape as the top of the ribs. Taped to
the forms and allowed to dry overnight. Then the bows
replaced the wing tips furnished in the kit. The spars were
sanded to match the wing tip bow.
These tips are totally optional and seem to have no
detrimental eﬀects on the ﬂying characteristics of this
model.
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Find the 1/8” balsa pieces F10 and cut and sand the bridges
from the 1/8” balsa square strips furnished in the kit. Pin
down the right hand fuselage side over the plan side view.
Lay out and pin in place the F10 and 1/8” square longerons
and vertical uprights. Cut the 1/16”x1/8” balsa strips from
the furnished sheets and cut and add the diagonal braces.
CA glue is good for this section as we want to keep the rear
as light as possible.

To build the le� hand fuselage, a scrap piece of 1/32” ply
was put under the rear area of the side to raise the 1/8”
square longerons (because of the doubler). Put some
cooking ﬁlm over it to keep from glueing to the ply.
You should have a le� and right hand side now.

USELAGE
Materials needed to complete the fuselage:
• Pink/blue foam or scrap balsa for cowl cheeks
• Most items included in the kit
Find the 1/8” balsa front fuselage sides and the 1/32”
plywood doublers, laminate the ply to the front part of the
sides. Be Sure to make le� and right pieces.

Find the 1/16” plywood parts, F8 thru 14 and laminate
F8,9,10 group and the F11,12,13 group. See the note below.
F14 is a spacer for the top of the fuselage. Also this is a
good time to put the 2-56 blind nuts in the back of F1.
Find F3 and 2 F4’s – 1/8” balsa and glue them in position,
very square (both directions). Add the ply parts, also very
square.
Note: Look ahead to the landing gear mounting assembly.
You may want to add the 1/16” music wire landing gear
part LG1 to the F13 parts, before glueing in the F11,12
parts. This builder felt that LG1 would interfere with the
rest of the fuselage assembly and dealt easily with the LG1
problem later.

The rear section can be built separately (which will keep
the sides totally straight) or can be built as part of the front
section. The disadvantage being a slight bowing aﬀect
behind the front section. This builder choose to build all
together.
Copyright© 2011 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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Epoxy in 1/8” ply ﬁrewall, very square also. 1/8” balsa F2’s
can be added.

Cut two of each of the 4 rear fuselage cross pieces from
the 1/8” square balsa strips (from plan top view). Pin the
fuselage down to the plan top view.
Find 1/8” balsa parts F7 (2) and F10. This builder made
a ﬁxture (2”x1 5/8” scrap balsa) with a center line and
pinned it to the plan at the rear where the F7’s will set.
Add the cross pieces (top and bo�om) keeping everything
very square. Note that F7’s are even with longerons, not
together.

THE COWL
Materials needed to complete the cowl:
•
•
•
•

1/8” wood dowel
2 – 4-40 machine screws/washers with Blind Nuts (optional)
3 mini magnets with steel washers or 6 magnets (optional)
Masking Tape

Find the 2 1/8” plywood parts C1, C2 and 1/4” balsa parts C3.
Find the 3 1/4” balsa side cowl spacers. Also ﬁnd the 3 sections
of 1/32” plywood sheets that are 1 3/8” wide. Tape these together
(2 joints) and apply CA to the joints – sand smooth. Leave the
tape on until after they are glued around the C1 and C2.
If you plan to hold the cowl on with 2 machine screws, this
would be a good time to drill out the holes cut in the plywood and
put the blind nuts on the back of the ﬁrewall. Attach C1 and make
sure everything lines up. This builder put in the 4 dowel holes
and mini magnet locations.

The 1/16” sheet top panel/cockpit cut (furnished in the kit)
can be added. This builder pre bent the sheet by we�ing
with hot water and tapeing over a spray paint can. When
dry, ﬁts perfectly. This builder choose to use a 1/16” wire
for the ﬂying wires post. This builder also choose to use
scrap balsa for the cowl cheeks which were cut and sanded
and hollowed out before a�aching.

Glue in the side cowl spacers between C1 and C2. Check for
squareness all around the perimeters. Laminate the 2 C3’s
together.
Copyright© 2011 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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Note the position and angle of the LG2 parts in relation
to the mounting plates. This builder glued in 3/32” brass
tubes to the mounting plates to accept the ends of the LG2
parts. This builder also drilled out the F13 mounting plate
area with a 1/16” drill so that LG1 can slide in easily. This
builder cut the top ends of LG1 to about 1/2” from the bend
length, a�er it was bent to the plan size. The other way of
doing this is to not add the F11 and 12 plywood parts to
the fuselage until LG1 is bent and mounted into the F13
mounting slot, then F11,12 glued in over it.

Wrap the 1/32” plywood strip around the C1 and C2
assembly. Tape everywhere for a tight ﬁt and glue. When
dry, sand both faces very ﬂat that glue on the C3 laminate.
Be sure to glue to C2 and not to C1 that ﬁts up to the
ﬁrewall.
When all glue is thoroughly cured, sand C3’s to the round
shape indicated on the plans. The 1/8” dowel pins can be
added now. A�ach the cowl to the ﬁrewall and sand the
joining surfaces for a perfect ﬁt. Cover the cowl with your
favorite material and sand an primer very smooth. This
builder used 3/4 oz. ﬁberglass cloth and epoxy resin and
spray can auto primer on both cowl and fuselage panels.

Assembly: tape LG3 to the ﬁxture. Spread the LG2 parts
and insert the ends in the brass tubes. The “V” section
should set right on the LG3 wire. This is where it all gets
kind of shaky. This builder tied each area together with
thread as each part was added, then the thread was later
removed. Add LG1’s then the LG4’s, its all kind of loose
now, but start wrapping the areas to be soldered with
copper wire and solder. Then the whole thing tightens up.

There will be some for and a� movement, but that will be
cured when you add the cross bracing wires (Kevlar or
similar) a�er ﬁnal assembly.
The whole assemble can be removed by spreading the
LG2’s and LG1 from the brass tubes and drilled holes.
Wash oﬀ the ﬂux and clean the wire thoroughly.b Paint the
whole assembly.
LANDING GEAR
Materials needed to complete the undercarriage:
• 3 lengths of 1/16” music wire
• Solder and soldering equipment
• Thin copper wire
• Soldering Flux
• Kevlar line or .20” coated steel wire (for bracing)
• 8 inches of 3/32” brass tubing
The landing gear may look complicated at ﬁrst, but as you
work with it, it becomes quite simple. Bend all the pieces
as per the plan. LG2 and LG4 require 2 parts of each. Clean
and sand the areas that will be soldered together. This
builder made a cardboard ﬁxture copied oﬀ the plans.
LG3 is a key member – it runs parallel to the bo�om of the
fuselage (down the center of the fuselage) and the other
parts will a�ach to it. Be sure to mark the position of the 2
LG2 parts.
Copyright© 2011 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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WHEELS

Materials needed to complete the wheels:
• 1 1/2” of 3/32” brass tube
Find the 1/32” plywood wheel rims and the 1/4” balsa
wheel cores. Laminate the ply rims onto the balsa core
using the brass tube to center everything. Cut the brass
tube to 5/8” long, insert into the core and add the 1/8” lite
ply reinforcing spacers to each side. Find the Neoprene
rubber material and massage it into a circle so that the ends
will meet perfectly together. Use medium CA on one end
and join together perfectly. Hold for a while for the CA to
cure. Roll the tire onto the rim and add thin CA carefully
around the rims. Heavy card stock cones are made by
reproducing the pa�ern from the plans. Score the back
of the cone with a pen to simulate the spokes. Hold the
wheels on with wheel collars or a soldered washer.

MOTOR MOUNT/DUMMY MOTOR
Materials needed to complete the Motor Mount:
• 3 2-56x2” machine screws with blind nuts
• Heavy card stock paper

THE TAIL SKID
Materials needed to complete the tail skid:
• 1/32” music wire
• 1/16” brass tube
Find the 2 – 1/16” plywood tail skid parts. These will be
laminated together, but ﬁrst you need to chamfer the inside
edges so the a piece of 1/32” music wire can be inlayed into
the chamfered slot. Carefully bend a piece of 1/32” music to
ﬁt the shape.
Bend the 1/32” wire TS1 and TS2 parts to the plan. A
second rebending will have to be done later. Cut 4 small
lengths of 1/16” brass tube that will be inserted in to bo�om
longeron at the rear of the fuselage, at the location noted
on the plans. This builder had to drill out the brass tube
to ﬁt the wire (done before cut into small lengths). Test
ﬁt the TS1 and rebend the top bend if necessary. TS2 will
deﬁnitely have to be rebent to join together with TS1. All
will be joined together later when mounting the rudder.

Find the 1/16” plywood part that the motor mounts to with
4 screws. Adjust the hole spacing if necessary to ﬁt your
motor and mount the motor to check the mounting. Find
the 10 - 1/8” balsa mounting rings and laminate 4 together
and laminate another 6 together. Find the 1/8” balsa ring
that has 1/8” square notches in it. Find the 9 – 1/8” square
x 1” strips. Pin down the ring to the plans and glue in the
1/8” square strips. Find the 1/8” lite ply ring and the 1/16”
ply ring. Time to laminate them all together. Be sure to
get them in the correct order. Motor Mount, 1/16” ply, 4
rings, ring with strips, 6 rings and 1/8” lite ply. Use the 2-56
screws or 1/8” brass tube in the 3 mounting hole to line up
all the rings.
Find the 18 – 1/18” balsa x 1/2” circles and slide 9 of them
onto each of the 1/8” square strips all the way to the base.
Slide the other 9 down to within 3/16” from the end. Slide
on the 1/16” x 7/16” and the 1/8” x 5/16” circles to even with
the end of the square strip. Add the glue. Use the pa�ern
on the plans to cut 9 heavy card stock cylinder covers.
Grain should run the 3/4” direction. Wrap and glue each
cylinder with card stock. Cylinders can be wrapped with
string to simulate
RIBBING.
Screw your outrunner motor onto the inside of the motor
mount. Clean out the mounting holes with a drill if
necessary. Find the 1/32” plywood mount spacers. This
builder used two spacers on the upper le� screw between
the mount and the ﬁrewall to achieve down and right
thrust. This builder also brought the motor wires out the
top of the dummy motor so that the wires would not be
near the rotating body of the outrunner motor.

Mount the Motor Mount/Dummy Motor onto the ﬁrewall
to make sure everything ﬁts properly and you can make
holes in the ﬁrewall to run the wires to the inside area.
Put a prop on the motor and lay the whole assemble on
the plans. You can sight past the prop to see if you have
enough down thrust. Check with the top view for the side
thrust.
Copyright© 2011 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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Master Acryl before any assembly was done. The cowl
and metal panels were painted with Aluminum paint and
burnished with Aluminum Powder.
The bo�om a� of the model was le� uncovered until a�er
ﬁnal assembly so that there could be access inside to install
the pull-pull wires for the rudder and elevator.
FINAL ASSEMBLY
Items needed for ﬁnal assembly:
•
•
•
•
•

Kevlar thread or similar thread
Squares
Tape Measure
Cardboard or scrap balsa for ﬁxtures
Epoxy

Start by a�aching the Stab/Elevator. Weight or pin down
the fuselage with the fuselage sides square to the table top.
Measure up from the table to the two F7 parts where the
stab/elevator will be a�ached. Determine the height of the
stab/elevator and cut a piece of cardboard or balsa long
enough to span the stab/elevator, this will ensure that the
stab/elevator will be parallel to the table top and squared
with the fuselage. Measure from the ﬁrewall to some point
on the stab/elevator on both sides. Sand or ﬁle the F7’s if
necessary to get the measurements equal on both sides.
When the triangulation is perfect add a small drop of
epoxy to the 5/32” brass tubes (just enough to tack the stab/
elevator to the fuselage), later more epoxy will be added.
Do not get CA glue anywhere near these hinges.

BATTERY HATCH AND RADIO HATCH
Find the 2 – 1/32” ply hatch covers. A�ach these covers
with your favorite method. This builder made the front
cover the Ba�ery Hatch and used tabs and magnets for
easy removal. The rear cover is screwed to the landing gear
mounts with 4-40x1/4” screws. The rear cover will need
notches cut in the corners to ﬁt around the landing gear
wires.
When the epoxy has cured, recheck the triangulation and
parallel to the table top without the ﬁxture. Make sure the
hinges are rotating freely. If all is well, lace the hinge parts
to the fuselage with heavy thread and add more epoxy.

Cover the model with your favorite material. This builder
The tail skid assembly needs to be completed before the
used Buﬀ colored Lite span and White Litespan. The
rudder is added, because the tail skid holds the bo�om
crosses and le�ering were painted with ﬂat black Model
Copyright© 2011 M.K. Bengtson All Rights Reserved
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of the rudder hinge. Assemble the 1/32” tail skid brackets
into the fuselage points (some ﬁnish bending may be
necessary). Bind the wires at the “V” point with Kevlar
thread. This “V” point needs to be exactly in the center. A
dot of CA will hold temporarily. Glue in the Tail Skid with
the notch in the skid directly inline where the hinge point
will touch the stab/elevator hinge.

Assemble the rudder hinges with the 3/32” brass tube
inside the aluminum tubes. Set the whole rudder/hinge
assembly in position. The rudder needs to be squared
with the stab/elevator. The bo�om hinge point should
set on the tail skid. If not, adjust the lengths of both brass
and aluminum tubes. See the plan side view for correct
position. The .250” long aluminum tube should be centered
on the stab/elevator hinge tube. This procedure will be
the same as the stab/elevator a�achment. Position the
rudder square to the stab/elevator, just a drop of epoxy on
the points of contact. When cured, lace the rudder-stab/
elevator point and lace the hinge bo�om point to the tail
skid and wire bracket, add a li�le more epoxy. Keep all
hinges working smoothly.
This is a good time to add the pull-pull lines to the rudder
and the stab/elevator, while the fuselage is open.

For the wing a�achment, block up the fuselage enough
to get the tail skid oﬀ the table and secure the fuselage
square to the table. Both wings need to be done at the same
time to balance the fuselage. Slide the wings into the spar
holes in the fuselage sides. They should bu� to the sides,
the spars joint inside the fuselage may need adjustment.
Block up the wing tips temporarily. Measure up from the
table to the bo�om of the leading edge and trailing edge
close to the fuselage. Make a ﬁxture from cardboard to ﬁt
exactly at the fuselage. The wing has positive incidence
so the leading edge measurement will be larger than the
trailing edge. Both sides of the fuselage should be the same.
Move the ﬁxtures out to the last rib on the wing tip. Do a
triangulation from some point at the rear on both sides.
Lay a straight edge along the leading edge of the wing and
check that the wings are straight. When all measurements
are perfect, glue the wings on. Don’t forget to add the spar
reinforcement inside the fuselage.

If you haven’t installed the radio system yet, this will be
the time to do it before all the wires and landing gear are
added.
Rea�ach the landing gear. The gear will seem spindly, add
the cross bracing and then a drop of CA at the insertion
points and the landing gear will become very rigid. Time
to add the ﬂying wires, which are so much a part of the
charm of this airplane. Once again a ﬁxture will be needed
to hold the wings at the same position at the fuselage. If
you think you want washout, add it to the ﬁxture. This
builder has ﬂown this model without washout, and feels
that it is not needed. Prop up the tail skid until the bo�om
of the front fuselage is parallel with the table (as before
without the landing gear). Again, make a ﬁxture to put
under the wing tip rib. A�ach the bo�om wires ﬁrst then
the top wires. Try for no warped wings.
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Let the model gain altitude slowly oﬀ the runway.
Applying too much up elevator at slow speeds risks a stall.
Make your turns gently as tight turns risk tip stalling in
any model. Don’t expect the elevator to make the model
climb. Think of the elevator as a device to change the
a�itude of the model. The wing and airspeed ultimately
make the model climb. O�en down elevator applied at
stalling can avoid a major crash. The most important
details for proper ﬂight operations are:
• CG location. Tail heavy models never ﬂy well or at all.
• Down and right thrust
• Straight and non warped wings
CONTACT INFORMATION
Distributed by:
Bengtson Company
e-mail: sales@aerodromerc.com
Web Site: www.aerodromerc.com

FLYING THE E III
Balance the model on the CG as indicated on the plans side
view (slightly nose heavy for the test ﬂight).
Take oﬀ is 3/4 thro�le to climb out then back to 2/3 thro�le
for cruise speed.
Landing is 1/3 thro�le to nice descending rate all the way
down to about 1 foot, then ﬂare, cut thro�le. Each model
will be diﬀerent. This is what this builder has found for
this model.
This model has ﬂown with these control deﬂections:
• Stab/Elevator = at trailing edge 3/4 inch up and down
– quite sensitive
• Rudder = 1 inch le� and right
• Aileron = 3/8 inch up and down – tried 1/2 inch up and
down – no diﬀerence from 3/8 inch
This is a very nice stable ﬂying model. Enjoy your build.
The model should ROG on grass, pavement or hard
surfaces. The model may require coordinated turns using
both ailerons and rudder control. This is due to adverse
yaw. Halving the aileron down throw may reduce the yaw.
This eﬀect can be accomplished by rotating the control arm
of the aileron servo forward about 20 degrees.
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